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Abstract:
Being part of the information and documentation movement in Germany in the first part of the
last century, the ideas and activities of the chemist Wilhelm Ostwald culminated in 1911 in the
foundation of "The Bridge", an "Institute for the Organization of Intellectual Work" which he
also called the "World Brain". Connections to other information pioneers like Hanauer, Otlet,
Gérard or Hanffstengel will be shown. Like Ostwald also Erich Pietsch, head of the Gmelin
Institute for Inorganic Chemistry from 1936 to 1967, worked for greater accessibility to the
results of scholarly communication. Pietsch’s international connections led to the first socalled "transatlantic information dialogue" in 1957, something we would call today "online
retrieval".
"It is not enough to found libraries. It is
necessary, by means of lectures and
bibliographic lists, to instruct those eager for
knowledge in the best methods of utilizing their
treasures. And this is by no means so easy as it
sounds !"1
1. Introduction
The growth of scholarly publications, the growing recognition of the importance of the
scientific and technical literature as well as the awareness of the internationalization of
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scientific activities formed a bibliographic movement at the end of the 19th century lasting at
least until World War I, if not until today. This "library and documentation movement" or
bibliographic movement2 made the attempt to collect, control, organize and distribute all forms
of scholarly literature and, in modern words, to rationalize and industrialize information
processing. An early famous example are the efforts to publish the Royal Society Catalogue of
Scientific Papers and the International Catalog of Scientific Literature.3
The information and documentation movement in Germany was an international one
from its beginning. Already the early German pioneers, like Julius Hanauer and Wilhelm
Ostwald, had numerous contacts to people from abroad engaged in information activities, e.g.
Paul Otlet or Jean Gérard. Although there was only little participation from Germany in the
bibliographic conferences at the beginning of the 20th century, the conferences in the late
twenties and thirties were strongly attended by German documentalists and librarians, like
Julius Hanauer, Hugo Krüß, Maximilian Pflücke, and Fritz Prinzhorn, to be seen e.g. in a report
on the World Congress 1937 of the "International Federation of Documentation" (FID).4
This paper supplements the principal work in the German history of information and
documentation in the first 45 years of the 20th century written by Elke Behrends.5 It explores
the relations of the chemist Wilhelm Ostwald and his work to the information community of his
time and describes - after a stop at the “Technisch-Wissenschaftliche Lehrmittelzentrale” (Head
Office for Technical and Scientific Teaching Materials) and the engineer Georg von
Hanffstengel - a wide arc to the middle of the 20th century with the activities of a second
German chemist, Erich Pietsch who was - similar to Wilhelm Ostwald - physical chemist by
education. Like Ostwald he showed great interest in the history of chemistry and in philosophy
and became head of the Gmelin Institute of Inorganic Chemistry in the thirties. His story is an
important part of the history of documentation and information science in Germany.
For Peter Burke one important purpose to describe history is "defamilarization ..., a kind
of distanciation which makes what was familiar appear strange and what was natural seem
arbitrary".6 Hopefully this text can also be part of this purpose and remind us of some hidden
parts of our heritage as information professionals.
2. Wilhelm Ostwald and the "World Brain"
Wilhelm Ostwald can be seen as a member of the bibliographic movement and as one of the
predecessors of all the efforts to improve scholarly information and communication throughout
the 20th century.7 His book on chemical literature is mentioned as an early example of distinct
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information science literature in the International Encyclopedia of Information and Library
Science.8 Being aware of the information problem and looking for alternatives to the scientific
journal in scholarly communication Ostwald and his fellow activists opened a discussion at the
beginning of the 20th century which now at the beginning of the 21st century increases after the
development of the Internet as well as with the growing number of the new electronic journals.
Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) was one of the founders and organizers of Physical
Chemistry at the end of the 19th century. On the basis of thermodynamics and positivism, he
developed his energetics which he extended to his philosophy of nature (Naturphilosophie). His
so-called “energetic imperative” “Do not waste energy, but convert it into a more useful form”
was an important foundation for his later efforts with regard to the organization of scholarly
work. He resigned from his chair in Leipzig in 1906 to devote more time to philosophy and
monism as well as to the international organization of scientific work and to the development
of his colour theory. In 1909 he received the Nobel Prize in chemistry.
Wilhelm Ostwald´s voluminous activities in scientific publication9 were the foundation
for his later efforts to organize scientific publication and communication. His explicit treatment
of meta-science or science of science, especially the organisation of science and scientific
work, started with the beginning of the 20th century10 and had its basis in his energetics, in his
view on science, and in his research on the history of science.11 Even in 1931 he wrote: "In
conclusion, we ask whether there is a science of science - since it is possible to make
everything without exception an object of scientific knowledge ..."12
2.1. Organization of intellectual work
Ostwald‘s most important contributions and conceptions to the organization of "intellectual
work" include:
· a philosophical concept of order and the realization of the need for standardization
especially expressed in his ideas on paper formats as well as in his activities on a synthetic
auxiliary language as a medium for international communication,
· the proposal to fragment knowledge through cutting the printed journals and disseminating
the single papers, an idea which seems to have been part of the zeitgeist before World War I
and which survived in the hypertext structure of electronic journals of today,
· the requirement to popularize scientific knowledge as a means of communicating science to
the general public.
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2.1.1. Order: the need for rationalization and standardization of scholarly communication
The search for harmony and unity as well as the energetic imperative can be seen as the
underlying guiding principles in Ostwald's work after 1906.13 This ist also true for his
organizational efforts in scholarly communication. For Ostwald harmonization meant ordering
and organization. For Ostwald ordering meant concept formulation, a process of abstraction to
order the material of our sense organs.14 A theory of order ("Ordnungswissenschaften",
"Mathetik") not his energetics was the basis of his "pyramid of science" and a foundation of his
philosophy of nature. Ostwald applied his ideas of order to languages, paper formats, the
sciences, colours and forms. His theory of order especially classifying of the sciences was also
a small part of the tradition of knowledge organization in the librarians' or information
scientists' point of view.15 Ostwald's activities were discussed and mentioned in the twenties in
two dissertations on "knowledge management" and on reporting in engineering.16
Ostwald proposed new standardized formats for all publications. Among the promised
advantages of standardizing paper sizes were saving space in desks, bookcases, and libraries;
the resultant standardization of printing machines; reduction in price of publications, as well as
the increased feasibility of assembling personal compilations of published materials. Later
Ostwald’s “Weltformat” was adopted with little changes after a proposal by Porstmann as a
German and international standard (A4 etc.). Another important theme on rationalizing
scholarly communication was Ostwald's activity for the development of an artificial or
auxiliary language.
Ostwald's philosophy influenced the reception of taylorism in Germany, visible in the
citations of his work in the foreword of the German edition of "The Principles of Scientific
Management."17 Marion Casey mentioned that the librarian Melvil Dewey can be seen as a
predecessor of Taylor in his ideas of efficient management.18
2.1.2. "Classics" - The proposal to fragment knowledge
In his book about chemical literature Ostwald summarized many of his efforts to organize
scholarly communication and predicted new publication formats. The periodical will be split
into separate papers because no scientist wants to read the whole periodical. His "principle of
the independent use of the individual piece"19, or "Monographieprinzip", was already applied
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by him since 1889 in the publication of his "Klassiker der exakten Wissenschaften" ("Classics
of the exact sciences") where he republished original scientific works for easy access as
separate volumes. In his autobiography he said that the editing of the Klassiker was the “germ
for the much later ideas on the technical organization of science”.20 He wanted to
counterbalance the growing quantity of journal literature with his selection of papers of lasting
importance.
Ostwald’s utopian handbook of the future was intended to be "completely up-to-date at
all times".21 It is a predecessor of loose-leaf collections, which today will be implemented
through electronic publishing. The necessity to arrange the separates or monographs led back to
the problem of ordering. The possiblity, to give every human being its own book through
combining the monos somebody is interested in, can be seen as one of the first forms of
personalization of information.
Before World War I the Jewish journalist Moritz Goldstein wrote an article in the
supplement "Zeitgeist" (!) of the newspaper "Berliner Tageblatt".22 Suggesting an encyclopedia
on the card-index system this idea was even reported in the Scientific American. "This novel
encyclopedia would, among other things, show the advantage of renewing itself periodically,
like a human organism, and of never becoming antiquated."23 There seems to be no direct
connection between Ostwald and Goldstein. Nevertheless this episode shows that Ostwald's
ideas really belonged to the "zeitgeist" before World War I.
Ostwald's idea of substituting the periodical found several followers especially in the
thirties,24 e.g. Watson Davis (see the next section) and, based on Davis, John D. Bernal, a
British marxist crystallographer and historian of science, who played a leading role in the
Royal Society Scientific Information Conference in 1948.25
2.1.3. Popularization - The requirement to popularize scientific knowledge
Popularization of science can be seen as communicating science to the public. Many members
of the library and documentation movement were also popularizers, e.g. John D. Bernal,
Watson Davis or Ostwald. Ostwald‘s "holistic" view on science becomes clear when he
justified the standardization of paper sheets which in his view was a practical application of his
"energetic imperative". Another application for him was the "uniformity of science itself and
the uniformity of scientific thinking with practical life."26 The last words can be seen as the
basis of Ostwalds many efforts to popularize science: He wrote a lot of popular works and
moreover took part as an adviser at the building up of the chemical department of the
"Deutsche Museum" in Munich in the years 1904 to 1906. Ostwald saw a museum as a
people’s university for the improvement of culture.
Watson Davis was the director of the Science Service and the founder of the American
Documentation Institute, the predecessor of the American Society for Information Science. The
Science Service worked at first as an organization for the popularization of science. Under
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Davis it broadened its scope to dissemination of science including publication and
bibliography.27
One connection between Ostwald and Davis as well as Bernal was perhaps Edwin E.
Slosson (1865-1929). For preparing a series of essays for "The Independent" Slosson visited
twelve "Major prophets of to-day"28 in Europe and the States before World War I. Among them
were Ostwald and H.G. Wells. In 1925 Slosson became director of Science Service as
predecessor to Davis.
2.2. The "World Brain"
In 1913 Ostwald wrote: "Everywhere complaints are made by workers and investigators that it
is becoming more and more difficult to obtain a complete survey, even in a comparatively
restricted field, of the current scientific production of the day."29
Ostwald's solution was organization and centralization. This led to the foundation of the
Bridge ("Brücke"), the "Institute for the Organization of Intellectual Work", in 1911 by
Wilhelm Ostwald, Karl Bührer and Adolf Saager.30 The Bridge was supposed to be the
information office of the information offices, a "bridge" between the "islands" where all other
institutions - associations, societies, libraries, museums, companies, and individuals - "were
working for culture and civilization." The organization of intellectual work was intended to
occur "automatically" through the general introduction of standardized means of
communication - the monographic principle, standardized formats, and uniform indexing
("Registraturvermerke" by using the Decimal Classification) for all publications - and by means
of a "comprehensive, illustrated world encyclopedia on sheets of standardized formats."31 Close
cooperation with the Institut Internationale de Bibliographie (IIB) in Brussels was planned.32
Because of his many international contacts, many intellectuals from abroad became
members of the Bridge. These included, for example, the Swedish chemist Svante Arrhenius,
the American industrialist Andrew Carnegie, the Polish-French chemist Marie Curie, the
English physicist Ernest Rutherford, the Swedish writer Selma Lagerloef, the French
mathematician Henri Poincaré, the Danish Nobel laureate for Peace (1908) Frederik Bajer, the
Austrian Nobel laureates for Peace Bertha von Suttner (1905) and Alfred H. Fried (1911) and
the Belgian industrialist Ernest Solvay.
For Ostwald the foundation of bibliographical institutions like the Bridge or the planned
International Institute of Chemistry, were important means to reach his aims. The term "Gehirn
der Welt" (World Brain), which Ostwald liked to apply for the new organization of the
Bridge,33 was already used before by La Fontaine34 and by Friedrich Naumann35 as well as later
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H.G. Wells.36 Rayward showed that Wells' concept of a World Brain and a World
Encyclopedia contained a lot of totalitarian thinking.37 Ostwald was aware of the proximity of
his concept of a world brain to dictatorial thinking when he wrote: "So the total business of
science will be regulated through organizational not dictatorial means." 38 It is probably that
Wells knew Ostwald.39
The prehistory of the Bridge as the "Internationale Monogesellschaft" shows a close
connection to advertizing: Karl Wilhelm Bührer from Switzerland had founded a so-called
"Internationale Monogesellschaft" in 1905. The aim of this enterprise was to raise the artistic
level of contemporary advertizing. One method to do this was the publication of so-called
"Monos", little cards or leaflets in a standardized format. Monos were something like the many
"Reklamebilder (advertising picture-cards)" existing in Germany, e.g. from the companies of
Stollwerk or Liebig. The "Mono-System" was planned so that the individual monos would
complement each other and, collectively, form a well designed, comprehensive encyclopedia.
"The picture side usually contained advertising. The reverse contained a brief statement
["monograph" - that is the reason for the term Mono] explaining the content of the picture, with
carefully written advertising slogans of the firms being involved in the system."40
In 1908 Ostwald proposed a cooperation between the leading chemical societies in the field of
abstracting as well as in the distribution of scientific journals.41 In 1911 the International
Association of Chemical Societies was founded in Paris in spring 1911 with Ostwald as first
chairman. This led to the idea of an International Institute of Chemistry. Here Ostwald applied
the principles of the Bridge to his special subject chemistry. The Institute was planned as a
"small Bridge" with a "Chemical World Library", an index of chemical substances, of terms,
and of persons as card catalogues, an "Abstracting Department", a collection of chemicals and a
bureau of translation which should be later developed into the bureau of an international
auxiliary language. "From the reference department will come eventually the material for the
great encyclopedia of all chemistry. In this book everything done and being done in the fields
of chemical science and technology will be systematically compiled."42
The World war put an end to these international cooperations. Lack of money and
organizational problems forced the Bridge to close in 1914.
3. Further connections of Ostwald and the time between the wars
3.1. Ostwald's contemporaries in the documentation movement
Simultaneously occurring movements like taylorism and positivism (especially Ostwald's
proximity to logical empirism), encyclopedism and internationalism as well as the arts and
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crafts movement formed the background for Ostwald's connections to contemporaries and
successors in the bibliographic movement.43
3.1.1. Paul Otlet
In 1895 Paul Otlet, a Belgian lawyer (1868 - 1944), had founded together with Henri La
Fontaine the IIB in Brussels. The IIB began to build up a great catalog on cards arranged
according the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) to compile a bibliography of everything
that had been appeared in print. "In Germany the IIB was morally supported by the
organization of Wilhelm Ostwald, called Die Brücke."44 According to Schneiders the first
contact between the Internationale Mono-Gesellschaft, the predecessor of the Bridge, and Otlet
was in October 1908.45 Later Otlet became the “Ehrenpräsident” (honorary president) of the
Bridge, which should have been the “Generalsekretär” (secretary general) of the IIB.
The first direct contact between Otlet and Ostwald was probably at the World Congress
of International Associations in May 1910. Together with Ernest Solvay, Ostwald was the
Chairman of a section about standardization.46 Citing Otlet in his book "Moderne
Naturphilosophie. I. Die Ordnungswissenschaften" Ostwald discussed in a separate chapter
"Das Deweysche System" the advantages and disadvantages of using digits or letters for the
notation of a classification scheme.47 Still as late as in 1929 Ostwald devoted a whole part of
the chapter "Spencer und Dewey" in a popular book about "philosophy of science"48 to the
decimal classification and the IIB in Brussels.
According to Rayward49 "It is possible that Otlet’s use of the term ['monographic
principle'] derives from his involvement in Die Bruecke ..." So it can be said, keeping the
origins of the Bridge with the Internationale Monogesellschaft in mind (see above part 2.2.),
that one of the important principles of Otlet’s contribution to information science originates at
least terminologically in advertizing.
3.1.2. Hermann Beck
Hermann Beck (1879- ?) was another member of the bibliographic movement in Germany. He
wanted to establish a German Archive of the World's Literature in Berlin and founded several
bibliographic institutes with aims similar to the IIB and the Bridge, e.g. the “Internationales
Institut für Sozial-Bibliographie" in 1905 or the “Internationales Institut für TechnoBibliographie” in 1908.50 Both intended to combine a subject-oriented central libary, a
bibliographic card index, an information agency, a bureau of translation and a clipping service,
and a bookseller, with international coverage. The names of Beck and Ostwald were also
written below an "Appeal for the establishment of a German Archive of the World´s Literature,
43
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1912". In 1911 Beck wrote a “Memorial on the Bridge” in which he proposed the union and
cooperation of the two enterprises, his “Archiv” and “Ostwald’s Bridge” .51
3.1.3 Julius Hanauer
Julius Hanauer (1872- ?) worked between 1908 and 1910 at the IIB. After World War I he was
librarian at the "Literarische Bureau" of the company AEG (Allgemeine ElektrizitätsGesellschaft) in Berlin. He was the most important promoter of the Decimal Classification in
Germany. Erich Pietsch mentioned Hanauer52 as the first who published the idea to use
(Hollerith) machines for information and documentation.53
Machine-driven organization of intellectual work probably was a point of discussion in
Ostwald's family. Ostwald published a paper on "Inventing systematically".54 Between both
parts of Ostwald's paper two other papers can be found, the first on Hollerith machines, the
second, called Rundschau (pp.12-15), an essay by his son Walter Ostwald on thinking
machines ("Denkmaschinen"). Wilhelm Ostwald developed a theory of means or media for
communication, he called them "Verkehrsmittel", to help memory or intellectual work through
organization. Also a notebook or a card index was an “intellectual machine” for him. A book
can be seen in his view as a(n) (energy) "transformator for the creation of intellectual
qualities".55
After the war Hanauer reviewed Ostwald’s book about chemical literature.56 He became
engaged in the "Ausschuss für die Einteilung der Technik (Committee for the classification of
technology)" of the Normenausschuss der Deutschen Industrie (Standardization Committee of
the German Industry) where it was proposed to use the decimal classification.57
3.1.4. Jean Gérard
In the beginning of the thirties Ostwald had contact through Hanauer to Jean Gérard (18901956), Secretary General of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry from 1920
to 194058 and director of the Office Internationale de Chimie within the IUPAC in Paris.59 This
office and his Maison de la Chimie in Paris came close to Ostwald's ideas of an International
Institute of Chemistry.
On January 24, 1932 Hanauer wrote to Ostwald and asked him to receive a visit of Jean
Gérard in Großbothen in February, because Gérard would be in Berlin from February 14. "It is
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a great honour and pleasure for me to play my part in the realization of one of your
organizational ideas, even if you possibly did not think that this would happen in Paris. But you
can draw comfort from the fact that it is the more irrelevant where something will be done or
collected, the smaller the distance will be and the better the photographic methods [ we would
say today: the network connections, T.H. ] will be developed."60 His letter was accompanied
by two letters from Gérard.61
Gérard was one of the founders of the periodical "Chimie & Industrie". In 1932, one
month after the death of Wilhelm Ostwald, a paper appeared in this French journal with the title
"Quelques vues d'un savant allemand sur la documentation chimique". The author of this paper
was Wilhelm Ostwald.62 It was a French translation of parts of Ostwald's Memorial of 1914.
Shortly after Ostwald's paper there appeared another one by Gérard: "L'organisation mondiale
de la documentation universelle" in which he proposed a cooperation in documentation on the
national level combined with a discipline-orientated cooperation on the international level.63
His Office International de Chimie worked in this sense in the thirties.64
3.1.5. George Sarton
Ostwald's connection to the historian of science George Sarton is also very interesting. In 1913
Sarton founded "Isis", the important journal for the history of science. Ostwald was one of the
first authors in this journal65 and belonged to its "Comité de patronage" (Title Page of the
journal, March 1913). Every issue of this journal contained a section, the so-called "Synthetic
Bibliography for the History of Science". The introduction to this bibliography in the part on
"La crise des bibliothéques" a paper of the Bridge by Karl W. Bührer is mentioned.66 Another
indicator of the influence of the Bridge on Sarton was the plan to publish this bibliography as
"L'encyclopédie sur fiches".67
3.2. The "Technisch-Wissenschaftliche Lehrmittelzentrale" and Georg von Hanffstengel68
Ostwald’s ideas influenced the thinking of many German engineers. So it would be interested
to know more about an engineering institution, the "Technisch-Wissenschaftliche
Lehrmittelzentrale" (TWL, Head Office for Technical and Scientific Teaching Materials),
headed by the engineer Georg von Hanffstengel, which was the German contact institution for
the "Institut Internationale de Bibliographie" in Brussels in the twenties, like the German
60
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bibliographic institutions the "Brücke" (Bridge) or the "Internationales Institut für TechnoBibliographie" before World War I. It was followed in the year 1928 by the
"Fachnormenausschuss für Bibliotheks-, Buch- und Zeitschriftenwesen" (Standards Committee
for Books, Librarianship, and Journals) of the "Deutsche Institut für Normung" (German
Institute for Standardization, DIN).69
The TWL reflected also Ostwald’s ideas about the education of scholars and his
activities to improve something we call would today "information literacy".70 The TWL was
proposed by the engineer Oskar Lasche71, director of the AEG Turbinenfabrik, and began its
work as part of the "Deutsche Verband Technisch-Wissenschaftlicher Vereine" (German
Association of Technical and Scientific Societies) in January 1922. Its main task was to
facilitate and create exemplary teaching aids for engineering education. The TWL merged in
1932 with the "Deutscher Ausschuss für technisches Schulwesen" (German Committee for the
Technical School System, DATSCH)72 and seemed to exist still in the fifties after which it was
liquidated.73
The most important teaching aids or media in these times were photos or slides. Both,
Lasche and Hanffstengel published papers on the improvement of lectures and talks as well as
on the use of photos when giving a lecture.74 All slides should have had a similar clear design
and carried a notation of the Decimal Classification. The tasks of the TWL were centralization,
rationalization, and organization of the creation and use of media for engineering education.
The TWL collected photos and lent them out. The size of the collection grew from about 1700
in 1923 to about 7 000 in 1926 and to about 12 000 in 1927.75 Ideas grew to collect also critical
reports of scholars and experts to cope with information overload.76 The TWL issued first
German translations of the Decimal Classification as little leaflets, beginning with the section
62 (Engineering Sciences).77
Georg von Hanffstengel (1874-1938)78 studied mechanical engineering in Brunswick
and was later professor for the subject "Materials Handling (Förderwesen)" at the Technical
University Berlin. Donker Duyvis wrote later: "The late Professor von Hanffstengel ...(was)
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present at these conferences" (, two small meetings of representatives of different countries in
The Hague in 1924, to reestablish the old organization of the IIB).79 In 1922 Hanffstengel
published a paper which illustrated in another case the connection between advertizing and
documentation.80 He proposed to publish advertizing matters in standardized paper format and
to include such valuable information as content that the ads can also be used as teaching aids
which will be kept permanently and can be found again any time because they were arranged
systematically. In some respects he also saw abstracts of publications as teaching aids as well
as mediation to the fulltext or simply as publicity for the fulltext.
4. Erich Pietsch: From World War II to the first "transatalantic information dialogue"
4.1. Until 1945
Erich Pietsch (1902-1979),81 head of the "Gmelin Institute of Inorganic Chemistry" (19361967) and longstanding chairman (1956-1961) of the "Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Dokumentation" (German Association for Documentation, DGD), acted through his numerous
international contacts as a German pioneer in information science, especially in the 1950s.
The eighth edition of the Gmelin Handbook for Inorganic Chemistry started publication
in 1924. In contrary to abstract publications, the compendium of the Gmelin Handbook
rearranged and accumulated the material according to subject matter and logical sequence here oriented on the periodical system of the chemical elements and their inorganic compounds
- giving also a critical evaluation on the material reviewed.82 In 1936 Pietsch became head of
the Gmelin, because Richard Meyer, his predecessor, had to resign due to his Jewish origin.83
The Institute was called "wehrwirtschaftliche und wehrwissenschaftliche Forschungsstelle in
der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft (Research Center for military economy and military
science of the German Chemical Society)". During the war Pietsch was engaged in securing the
access to scientific information without exposing himself more than necessary to secure the
work of the Institute. The Institute was destroyed by bombing in 1943.
4.2. After the war
The efforts of Erich Pietsch to restart the work of the Gmelin Institute immediately after the
war led to many contacts to the occupying power, especially to the USA. Pietsch secured the
79
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work of the Institute which moved in the summer 1946 from Berlin to Clausthal-Zellerfeld in
the Harz mountains and became part of the "Max Planck Society for the Advancement of
Science" (MPG), the former "Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft" (KWG).84
In 1948 Pietsch visited the United States to secure funding for the Gmelin. He met
among others Vannevar Bush, Malcolm Dyson, Hans Peter Luhn, Linus Pauling, and James W.
Perry. Due to the efforts of Pietsch the Institute was funded by the IUPAC`s "International
Advisory Council on Beilstein and Gmelin" until 1952 as well as by the "Committee on
Foreign Compendia" of the American Chemical Society (ACS). The main difficulty in these
years laid in the complete inaccessibility of recent international literature.
In 1947 the Institute had started experiments in using punched cards for documentation.
The Gmelin Institute developed its own system to convert chemical formula into a machine
language code for IBM Hollerith cards. As a result of his visit in the States Pietsch was the
author of a chapter in both editions of the book "Punched Cards", edited by Robert S. Casey
and James W. Perry.85 Because of these articles the activities of the Gmelin Institute were
internationally well-known. Although the documentation department of the Gmelin Institute
never used IBM punched cards in regular work for producing the handbook, the experiments of
the Gmelin Institute led to the use of mechanized documentation in the "Head Office for
Nuclear Energy Documentation" (Zentralstelle für Atomkernenergie-Dokumentation, ZAED)
and in the "Head Office for Machine Documentation" (Zentralstelle für Maschinelle
Dokumentation, ZMD) in the sixties especially through Klaus Schneider.86
This ZAED began its work in 1957 as a "Clearing House" of the Gmelin Institute on
nuclear energy documentation. It moved in 1965 from the Gmelin Institute to the Gesellschaft
für Kernforschung in Karlsruhe. In 1978 it became part of the Fachinformationszentrum
Karlsruhe (National Information Center for Energy, Physics, and Mathematics, later
Specialized Information Center Karlsruhe), which is now part of STN International. After an
evaluation by the German Wissenschaftsrat in 1996, the Gmelin Institute was closed in 1997. It
was not possible to guarantee for the future the high scholarly value and quality of the Gmelin
Handbook at a time of decreasing sales and staff reductions.
Since 1947 Pietsch had had close contact to the American James W. Perry. Perry who
worked at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) at this time greatly assisted the
Gmelin Institute in the immediate post-war period by arranging financial help through the
"American Chemical Society”. Perry's work at the MIT was influenced by the Whirlwind
computer project. This was the first time to use a computer other than for calculating namely
for processing information. First ideas to free the user from information overload emerged
during the Whirlwind project.87 In 1953 Perry moved to the Batelle Memorial Institute in
Colombus, Ohio, and then in 1955 to Cleveland, Ohio, to build up the Center for
Documentation and Communication Research (CDCR), led by Jesse Shera, Allen Kent and
himself, in the School of Library Science at Western Reserve University (WRU).88
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The Gmelin Institute was a partner for the first so called "Transatlantic information
conversation" ("Transatlantisches Informationsgespräch") in 1957 at one of the conferences at
WRU, the “Symposium on Systems for Information Retrieval". A research inquiry was sent via
teletype network to show "high-speed transmission methods" as well as "rapid searching
techniques”, something that we would call today "online retrieval" or "online search".
"Cleveland acted as proxy for the homes of various search-systems". On April 15, 1957 the
following question was sent from Gmelin to Cleveland: "Does the ethyl corporation have
information regarding assignment of fuel additive patents to the standard oil development co. If
do, which oeepatents have been assigned". This question was used by the systems
demonstration of the Ethyl Corporation (Ferndale, Michigan) using machine-sorted punchcards. The answer followed the next day: "patents assigned to standard oil development co.
1,589,885 1,820,983 1,857,761 1,882,887 1,9433,808 plus 181 later patents".89
At the symposium James Mack gave a paper on these "Intercontinental guides missives". He
mentioned three reasons for the necessity of this transmission in the future. :"There is a need
not only to know, but also to know quickly. This time-factor in research has not yet been
established."90 The second was that no information system is self-sufficient, and the third was
the growth of information: "There simply is not enough space available to accommodate in
perpetuity all the published information in every place it is needed." (p.563)
Pietsch acted as "Chief editor for the chapters on selection" of a loose-leaf collection,
the FID Manual on Documentation Reproduction and Selection,91 which is a good example of
international collaboration in documentation in the fifties, not easily to be found today in
libraries and seldom mentioned or cited in the information science literature. Pietsch took part
in many other conferences, e.g. the International Conference on Scientific Information in
Washington, D.C., in 1959.92 He was the organizer of the conference "Automatic
Documentation in Action" in Frankfurt on the Main, Germany in 1959 with strong international
participation which laid the foundation for all the German efforts in computer use in libraries
and documentation centers.93
Pietsch was of course a leading figure in documentation in Germany. He founded the
Committee for the Mechanization of Documentation of the German Association of
Documentation (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Dokumentation, DGD) in 1951. He served as
Chairman of the DGD from 1956 until 1961. 94 As his follower as DGD chairman wrote ”He
made the state aware of documentation”,95 Pietsch tried to popularize documentation not only
in politics but as well as in the general and scientific public, also with radio talks.
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5. Conclusion
The stories of Ostwald and Pietsch are further examples of how much of the pioneering work in
information and documentation was first done by chemists. The subject ‘chemistry’ and its
information problems urged information pioneers to think about new ideas related to it and to
develop new means for the documentation and communication of knowledge. The subjectspecific view on information problems also led to international contacts. While Ostwald’s work
is buried in the past, Pietsch’s influence on the German development of mechanical
documentation cannot be overestimated.
Although internationalism can probably be viewed as an essential part of documentation
and information science and its development, it needs individuals to cross the national borders
and to exchange ideas, techniques, and experience. For Germany Ostwald, Hanffstengel and
Pietsch were three of the most important persons in Germany establishing contacts to
international pioneers of documentation.
Ostwald can be seen as a predecessor of many modern issues (e.g. also globalization
and internationalization): When he wrote "Knowledge is the medium of life in the highest sense
of the term,..."96 he may be viewed as a predecessor of knowledge management. Even in a
book about the thematic areas of the EXPO in Hannover, Ostwald is mentioned in the section
"Knowledge, Information, Communication" as a precursor of "interactive encyclopedic
networking".97 The example of the Mono-Gesellschaft as well as of the TWL, but also the
activities of Ostwald, Hanffstengel, and Pietsch show that there has been also a common
ground for information and documentation with popularization as well as advertizing. The
proximity of information systems to advertizing is illustrated today through such theoretical
research like those of Jonathan Furner98 as well as through the fact that many retrieval systems,
e.g. systems to locate journal articles, allow the customer to search for products with the aim
that the customer buy for example the fulltext articles or the books.
Like other information pioneers, Ostwald and Pietsch were working for greater
accessibility to the results of scholarly communication. Their work was heavily influenced by
the political situation before and after the two world wars. Ostwald's concepts to organize
intellectual work, order, fragmentation, and popularization survived in some respect until
today. But it is also true what Ernst Bloch wrote in 1952: "Never the same: Every clever
thought may already be thought seven times. But if it is thought again, in another time or age
and in another situation or under other circumstances, it was not the same anymore. Not only its
being thought has changed meanwhile, but above all also the thing itself being thought over has
changed in the meantime. The clever thought has to prove newly on it and has to prove itself as
a new thought."99
Curriculum Vitae: Thomas Hapke, born in 1957, subject librarian for chemical engineering at the University
Library of the Technical University Hamburg-Harburg, studied chemistry and mathematics along with philosophy,
history of science, and pedagogics in Berlin. He concentrates on chemical information, digital libraries, mediating
information literacy, and the history of scholarly information and communication.
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